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1 Introduction
FAB (France-Alderney-Britain) Link is a proposed 1,400 MW subsea interconnector cable connecting
France and Great Britain via the Channel Island of Alderney. The interconnector is being developed
by Transmission Investment, together with the French grid company RTE (Réseau de Transport
d’Électricité) and Alderney based tidal power developer Alderney Renewable Energy (ARE). FAB Link
Limited is a joint venture between Transmission Investment and ARE. FAB Link Limited will own the
assets in Alderney and Britain (the subject of this report) and RTE will own the assets in France.
Any interconnector on the scale of FAB Link can only connect to the electricity system in Great Britain
by connection to the high voltage National Electricity Transmission System (NETS) operated by
National Grid Electricity Transmission (‘National Grid’). In 2012 FAB Link Limited, in conjunction with
National Grid, selected the NETS substation east of Broadclyst near Exeter as the most suitable UK
connection point.
The purpose of this report is to set out the considerations taken into account by FAB Link leading to
the selection of Exeter in 2012.
Following the selection of Exeter, in November 2012 FAB Link Limited formally applied to and
subsequently entered into a connection agreement with NGET for the connection of FAB Link to the
NETS at Exeter.
The work leading to the selection of the Exeter in 2012 was originally reported in March 2013i. This
report reviews and updates the 2013 report and, where possible, takes into account material
considerations that may have changed since the selection decision was taken in 2012. This has not
been possible in every instance, due to the complex nature of the NETS system and its continuously
developing nature. However, both FAB Link Limited and NGET consider that the basis of the decision
made in 2012 remains valid.
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2 Benefits of and need for additional interconnection
Britain currently has electricity interconnectors with Ireland (with both Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland), and continental Europe (specifically with France and the Netherlands). These
interconnectors provide a means of transferring electrical power between the exporting country and
the importing country, and typically they are “two-way” interconnectors (i.e. either country can be
the country importing or exporting electricity at any one time).

2.1 The benefits of electricity interconnection
These interconnectors provide economic, environmental and security of supply benefits to both
countries.

2.1.1 Economic
Interconnectors allow for higher cost electricity generation in the importing country to be replaced by
lower cost electricity generated in the exporting country. This results in a lower cost of electricity
overall, and in particular in the importing country. The lower cost of electricity should result in lower
electricity prices for consumers.
Analysis undertaken by National Gridii has estimated the impacts on wholesale electricity prices
resulting from the doubling of Britain’s current interconnection capacity from about 5% of existing
electricity generation capacity to align with the 10% European Commission benchmark. National Grid
estimated that each 1GW of new interconnector capacity could reduce Britain’s wholesale power
prices up to 1-2%. In total 4-5GW of new links built to mainland Europe could unlock up to £1 billion
of benefits to energy consumers per year, equating to nearly £3 million per day by 2020. This benefit
will arise because the analysis expects British wholesale electricity prices to remain higher than those
in neighbouring countries into the early 2020s, benefiting British consumers through net imports.
As well as providing lower cost electricity, interconnectors can also provide services to the operators
of the electricity systems that they interconnect. These services are to a large extent required because
electricity cannot be stored and so the production (generation) of electricity has to be very closely
matched to the supply of electricity on a second-by-second basis. These services (typically called
“Ancillary Services”) include:




Black Start – the ability to provide electricity into a system that is shut-down (“blacked out”)
to enable it to return to a normal state
Frequency Response – the ability to provide varying amounts of electricity in response to the
varying frequency of the system (e.g. in Britain deviations from the set point, nominally 50Hz)
Reserve – holding capacity back in case it is needed in response to a system event (such as a
sudden increase in demand or failure of a generating unit).

Interconnectors can provide these services at a lower cost than other providers (typically generators),
thereby further reducing costs to consumers.

2.1.2 Environmental
Interconnectors can provide environmental benefits in several ways:
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They can allow high carbon generation in one (importing) country to be displaced by low
carbon generation in another (exporting) country – this is very relevant for the FAB Link
interconnector which should allow high carbon fossil fuel generation in Britain (e.g. unabated
coal-fired or gas-fired generation) to be replaced by low carbon nuclear generation from
France;
They enable the volatility in generation output that arises from renewable (and therefore low
carbon) sources of generation such as onshore and offshore wind, solar and tidal generation,
to be smoothed by connecting these sources across wider geographic regions subject to
different weather patterns and tides – again this will be relevant for the FAB Link
interconnector which will provide additional connection between the significant amounts of
wind and solar generation in Britain and Ireland with that in continental Europe;
They can facilitate the connection and integration of renewable sources of generation. In the
specific case of the FAB Link interconnector this will enable the connection and integration
(providing a route to market) of tidal generation planned to be developed in the waters
around Alderney. Alderney has the second largest tidal resource in North West Europe.
Independent estimates of the energy that could be harvested using current technology from
tidal flows within the 3nm limit range from 1GW to 3GW1 iii.

2.1.3 Energy Security
Interconnectors provide access to another source of electricity and so reduce the probability that
there will be insufficient electricity to meet consumers’ demand for it.
The ability of an interconnector to contribute effectively to energy security depends on a number of
factors, including the reliability of the interconnector technology and the probability that the
exporting country will have excess generation capacity itself at times of need.
The UK government recognises the contribution that interconnectors make to energy security through
awarding capacity contracts to interconnectors through the capacity market. In the first capacity
market auction in which interconnectors were eligible (held in 2015) interconnectors to France were
set a 60% “country flow” de-rating factoriv (effectively saying that a fully reliable interconnector to
France will be 60% as effective as a fully reliable generating unit in Britain in contributing to energy
security at the critical times).

2.2 The need for additional electricity interconnection
Britain has had a relatively self-sufficient electricity supply system since its inception at the beginning
of the last century. Until the interconnector with Northern Ireland went into service in 2001, Britain
was only connected to one other country (France) and that by an interconnector commissioned in
1985. Britain currently has electricity interconnectors with Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland,
France and the Netherlands.
There is however a need for additional interconnection, driven by challenges that the British and wider
European energy system face. These challenges, often termed the energy trilemma, are of
competitiveness, sustainability and security. Interconnectors, and the benefits they provide, can assist
in meeting those challenges:

1

1 GW = 1,000MW = 1,000,000 kW
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2.2.1 Competitiveness
Remaining economically competitive in an increasingly global market for goods and services has
become a priority for the European Union and its member states. This often translates into reducing
costs and this includes the cost of electricity. Additional electricity interconnection can reduce the
cost of electricity (as set out in 2.1.1 above) and therefore assist the EU in meeting its goal to be
competitive.

2.2.2 Sustainability
The need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in order to limit global temperature rises has resulted
in the growth of significant volumes of low carbon generation and plans for considerably more. Much
of this generation is variable in nature and often is remote from or at the extremity of the established
high voltage grid. Interconnectors can both assist with smoothing the variability of renewable
generation across different geographies and facilitate the connection and integration of renewables
(see 2.1.2 above).

2.2.3 Security
Incidences such as restrictions to gas supplies by Russia have brought a focus onto the security of
Europe’s energy supply.
Electricity security in Britain, the ability to meet peak electricity demand, has been reduced through
several factors:





The closure of controllable fossil fuel generation (for economic or regulatory reasons)
The closure of nuclear plant as it reaches the end of its asset life
The replacement of the above with large scale renewables with varying output
The lack of new controllable plant being constructed (either for economic reasons or the time
it takes to permit, finance and build).

Whilst shorter term measures are also being used, in the longer term the UK government’s response
to this is the market for capacity, which is intended to provide the necessary incentives to keep open
existing capacity and to construct new capacity so as to be able to meet peak demand. Additional
interconnection capacity is one form of capacity that the government is seeking to incentivise to assist
it in meeting the security challenge (see section 2.1.3 above).
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3 European and Government Support for infrastructure development
Governments at the European and national levels have recognised the benefits that greater electricity
interconnection can bring.

3.1 EU Support
In 2002, the European Council set a target that all Member States should have electricity
interconnections equal to at least 10% of their generation capacity by 2005v.
This target has proven to be difficult to meet, but has been reiterated and recently increased. At the
invitation of the March 2014 European Council, the Commission proposed in May 2014 to extend the
current 10% electricity interconnection target to 15% by 2030. The October 2014 European Council
mandated the Commission to report regularly to the European Council with the objective of arriving
at a 15% target by 2030. This target is aimed to be achieved mainly through the implementation of
Projects of Common Interest (PCIs)vi.
PCIs have been established by the Infrastructure Regulation as projects which comply with common,
transparent and objective criteria in view of their contribution to the energy policy objectivesvii. The
Union published the first list in 2013viii. A new EU list is established every two years.
The Infrastructure Regulation sets out the benefits that being designated as a PCI should bestow, inter
alia, as:
-

-

-

PCIs should be implemented as quickly as possible and should be closely monitored and
evaluated, while keeping the administrative burden for project promoters to a minimum;
Permit granting processes should neither lead to administrative burdens which are
disproportionate to the size or complexity of a project, nor create barriers to the development
of the trans-European networks and market access.
The establishment of a competent authority or authorities integrating or coordinating all
permit granting processes (‘one-stop shop’) should reduce complexity, increase efficiency and
transparency and help enhance cooperation among Member States
PCIs should be eligible to receive Union financial assistance for studies and, under certain
conditions, for works as soon as such funding becomes available under the relevant
Regulation on a Connecting Europe Facility in the form of grants or in the form of innovative
financial instruments.

The FAB Link interconnector was included in the first PCI list published in 2013 and has been retained
in the second list published in 2015.
In order to be eligible for inclusion in the second and subsequent Union lists, projects should be part
of the latest available ENTSO-E 10-year network development plan. The FAB Link interconnector is
also included in the most recent (2014) ENSTO-E ten year network development planix and again is
expected to be included when this is revised in 2016. The inclusion of the FAB Link interconnector in
the PCI list and the network development plan is indicative of the importance of the interconnector
at a European level.
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3.2 UK support
The UK government supports greater interconnection between Great Britain and other European
Countries. It summarised its support for this and the measures it was taking to promote this in a
document published in December 2013x. In this document DECC states that:
“Government supports appropriate further interconnection
3. Interconnection has the potential to contribute to Government’s energy security,
affordability and decarbonisation objectives, including through facilitating the single European
electricity market. Government supports an appropriate increase in interconnection capacity
through projects that efficiently deliver on these objectives.
4. Evidence commissioned by Government, [published alongside this document,] shows that
more interconnection than we currently have is likely to be in GB’s interest. Under some
scenarios, GB consumers could see benefits to 2040 of up to £9billion (net present value).
5. It is clear from the analysis that GB’s security of supply would be enhanced by further
interconnection, providing that electricity prices reflect scarcity and interconnector flows
reflect prices. Interconnection is also one of the technologies that can assist with the
integration of further low-carbon generation.
6. Government is already taking action and recently supported projects to Norway, Belgium,
France and the Republic of Ireland to become European Projects of Common Interest (PCI).
Government is also seeking views, through the current Electricity Market Reform (EMR)
consultation, on how non-GB interconnected capacity might participate in the GB capacity
market in time for the 2015 auction, in recognition of the potential for further interconnection
to contribute to security of supply.”
Since this document was published the government has taken steps to allow interconnectors to take
part in the capacity market in 2015 (and subsequent years) through an amendment to the Capacity
Market Rulesxi. This enables interconnectors to take part in capacity market auctions and if successful
in those auctions to be paid for the contribution to system security they make. The government has
also supported Ofgem2 in developing and implementing a regulatory regime which will provide
revenue support to interconnectors to enable them to be financed through construction and into
operationxii.
The government recognition that interconnection would assist in the integration of renewables
through compensating for the intermittency of renewable generation is also noted in the Overarching
National Policy Statement for Energyxiii.
UK government support specifically for the FAB Link interconnector is also evidenced by a letter
received from the Minister for Energy dated 6th August 2015 which states that:
“… the Government is committed to increasing electricity interconnection and is very keen to
see good quality interconnection projects come forward which can deliver significant savings

2

Ofgem is the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets. Ofgem is a non-ministerial government department and an
independent National Regulatory Authority, recognised by EU Directives. Its principal objective when carrying
out its functions is to protect the interests of existing and future electricity and gas consumers.
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for the GB consumer and make a positive contribution to security of supply. I was therefore
very pleased to see that Ofgem has now confirmed initial approval for the FABLink
interconnector project to be regulated under the cap and floor …”.
Ofgem regulates investment in new interconnector infrastructure either as merchant projects or in a
system known as the cap and floor regime. Cap and floor projects are submitted by project promoters
to Ofgem for assessment in the interests of consumers. Ofgem has accepted FAB Link into the cap
and floor regime.

3.3 France support
In France there is a strong support for the development and construction of new electricity
interconnectors to neighbouring countries. As the monopoly transmission system owner and operator
in France, Réseau de Transport d’Électricité (RTE) has the legal responsibility for developing,
constructing and owning the parts of interconnectors in France and within French territorial waters.
RTE’s plans for the capital expenditure on the development of its system, and the consequential need
to ultimately recover this investment from consumers, are regulated by the French energy regulator,
the Commission de Régulation de l'Énergie (CRE).
In respect of interconnector projects, the CRE reviews and approves these through its annual review
and approval of the French Ten Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP). The strength of the
commitment in France to new interconnection can be seen in the 10,000MW of new interconnection
capacity that is included and has therefore been approved within the current French TYNDP, including
FAB Link.
At a political level the French government expressed support for more interconnectors between
France and Britain at the Franco-British summit meeting held in Paris on 17th February 2012 at which
the French Energy Minister, Eric Besson, and the UK Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change,
Ed Davey, signed a Franco-British declaration of energy which included the follow statementxiv:
“We acknowledge the importance of developing new electricity interconnectors between our
two countries in order to strengthen further the linking of our grids, improve the security of
our energy supplies and facilitate the integration of intermittent energy sources. We
encourage further studies to be undertaken on the interconnector projects currently under
consideration, namely the … FAB Link (France-Alderney-Britain) … “
In February 2013 the French government, along with the British government, supported the
application by the FAB Link project to become a Project of Common Interest.
In July 2014 the French government (via the Ministry for Ecology) yet again supported the project in
its application for funding under the Connecting Europe facility.
More recently in October 2015 the French Minister of Ecology, Ségolène Royal, expressed support for
the development of interconnectors in Europe by referring to the 10% goal at a conference organised
by the French Union of Electricity (UFE).
In March 2015, the French Ministry of Energy approved the cable route corridor for which
environmental assessment will be carried out prior to submission of the planning application in
France. This shows strong support for the project and its proposed routing in France and French
territorial waters.
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3.4

Channel Islands & Alderney support

There is strong support from the government of the States of Alderney for the proposed
interconnector, as it will facilitate the development of tidal energy resources in Alderney waters,
provide increased bandwidth and more reliable telecoms links to the island and potentially cheaper
and more reliable supplies of electricity. A statement of support was received dated 26th November
2015xv which states the following:
“The Government of the States of Alderney is firmly in support of the FAB interconnector. It has
recently entered into a legally binding agreement with FAB to facilitate the laying of the necessary
cable works both on-shore and off-shore. The close working relationship between the States and
Alderney Renewable Energy is testament to the island’s commitment to the Tidal energy Project,
which is a major driver for the FABlink in Alderney. Moreover it is proof of the Government’s
commitment to working in partnership with its near neighbours in the larger jurisdictions of the
UK and France to assist them in securing resilient and reliable energy sources for its populations.”
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4 Description of the project
This section describes the components of the project necessary:
i)
ii)

To enable the trading of electricity between the high voltage electricity grids in Britain and
France; and
For the connection of proposed tidal generation in the waters around Alderney.

In essence the FAB Link project will be a controllable electricity link between the British and French
grids which will be able to transmit electricity in either direction such that at any time it can deliver up
to 1400MW of electricity to the British or French grids. In addition it will also be able to take power
from tidal generation facilities constructed in the waters around Alderney and, subject to the 1400MW
limit, deliver that to the power grids of Britain and/or France.

4.1 The trading of electricity between the high voltage electricity grids in Britain and
France
The trading of electricity between the high voltage electricity grids in Britain and France requires an
electricity connection to be made between these grids. At least part of the route of this connection
would need to be effected by subsea electricity cables to cross the channel.

4.1.1 AC v DC
Electricity can be generated and transmitted either as alternating current or direct current:
i)
ii)

Alternating Current (AC) in which electrical current changes direction and then changes
back periodically even whilst the direction of power flowed is maintained;
Direct Current (DC) in which the direction of electrical current is constant for a given
direction of power flow.

The British and French grids are AC systems in which the direction of current changes (and then
changes back) on average fifty times a second (in practice the frequency at which this change occurs
varies slightly from second to second in line with small imbalances in electricity supply and demand).
Electrically connecting the British and French AC grids with an AC interconnector (i.e. a simple cable
connection between the two grids) is not technically and economically feasible as:
i)

ii)

The British and French grids are not “synchronized”, i.e. the current reversals are not
happening at the same times – without this synchronization, power cannot be successfully
transmitted between the grids with an AC interconnector; and
The capacity of AC underground or subsea cables to transmit power reduces significantly
with distance travelled such that a circa 200km AC interconnector would not be an
economic means to transmit power between Britain and France.

However, the interconnection can be effected by use of a DC interconnector by converting the AC into
DC, transmitting power using DC across the channel, and then converting it back to AC. The conversion
of AC to DC and then back again is carried out in an AC/DC converter station.
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A DC interconnector does not have the drawbacks of an AC interconnector as it does not require
synchronization of the two AC grids nor does the capacity of DC underground or subsea cables
significantly reduce with distance travelled.
The FAB Link interconnector therefore plans the use of AC/DC converter stations in Britain and France,
and DC cables between these converters stations in order to trade power between Britain and France.

4.1.2 Use of high voltage cables
The transmission of electricity results in electrical losses which emanates from electrical equipment in
the form of heat. The losses are proportional to the square of the current flowing through the
electrical equipment, whilst the power transmitted is proportional to the current multiplied by the
voltage of the electrical equipment. Losses can therefore be reduced for a given power transmission
capability by having a higher voltage and a lower current.
The FAB Link project therefore plans to utilise high voltage cables to transmit power between Britain
and France.

4.2 The connection of proposed tidal generation in the waters around Alderney
There is a potential for many thousands of MW of tidal energy to be generated from the waters around
Alderney. The first project has a planned capacity of circa 300MW. This is far in excess of the circa
2MW electricity demand on the island of Alderney and so the vast majority of the electricity generated
from the waters around Alderney would need to be exported to Britain or France.
The FAB Link project will enable this. It is expected that the electrical power generated from the
waters around Alderney will be AC and so an AC/DC converter station will be required to convert this
power to DC in order for it to be transmitted along the DC cables to Britain and/or France.

4.3 The main components of the FAB Link interconnector
The main components of the FAB Link interconnector are shown on the figure below and are described
further in the sections below.

4.3.1 High voltage DC electricity cables offshore
As described above, the FAB Link project proposes to use high voltage DC cables to transmit power
between Britain and France. Two pairs of two cables (in each pair) will be used to achieve the capacity
required of 1400MW. Each pair of cables will operate with one cable at a nominal operating voltage
of +320kV and one at -320kV. The voltage choice of +/-320kV was selected to achieve the lowest
electrical losses and economies of scale whilst still selecting proven technology.
14th June 2016
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Each pair of cables is expected to be bundled on-board the cable lay vessel prior to being installed
(although the final decision as to whether to install as a bundled pair or to lay each separately has yet
to be taken). Installation will be by burial in the sea-bed or by placement on the sea-bed surface and
subsequent protection. If protection is required after cable installation this would be through placing,
rocks, concrete mattresses or other similar hard substances on the cable.
The two pairs of cables are expected to be laid up to 600m apart along the majority of their route
(coming closer together as they approach the shore).
The cable technology is likely to be cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) or mass impregnated (MI).
Examples of such cables are shown in the figure below.

Typical Mass-Impregnated Submarine Power Cable

Example of XLPE Submarine Cable from ABB
The offshore cable route will run from the East Devon coast in England to Corblets beach on the north
Alderney coast and from Longy Bay on the south Alderney coast to La Plate on the west coast of the
Contentin (or Cherbourg) peninsula in Normandy, France.

4.3.2 High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) electricity cables onshore
Onshore high voltage DC cables will be required between the shore landing points and the AC/DC
converter stations. The onshore DC cables will be laid in trenches between “transition pits” at each
landfall location to the relevant converter station. The “transition pits” are underground chambers at
which the offshore cables are joined to the onshore cables. The onshore DC cables will be of a similar
design to the offshore cables.
The onshore cables will therefore run:




In Britain from the East Devon coast to the British converter station location near Exeter
Airport;
In Alderney from Corblets beach on the north coast and to Longy Bay on the south coast via
the proposed Alderney converter station site at Mannez Quarry; and
In France from La Platé on the west coast of the Contentin peninsula to the French converter
station location at Menuel to the east of Bricquebec.
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4.3.3 AC/DC converter stations in Britain, France and Alderney
Conversion of AC current to DC and vice-versa is carried out by mean of a high voltage AC/DC converter
station. AC/DC converter stations will be required in Britain and France; and in Alderney to connect
proposed tidal generation. AC/DC converter stations comprise indoor and outdoor electrical
equipment located with a substation compound. The main components are:






Valve halls – indoor equipment used to carry out the conversion from AC to DC and vice-versa;
Transformers – usually outdoor and necessary to step up/down the AC connection voltage to
the voltage used by the valve halls;
Harmonic filters – electrical equipment used to improve the quality of the electricity may be
required at the AC side of the converter station;
Smoothing reactors – equipment that may be used to improve the quality of the electricity at
the DC side of the converter station;
Protection and Control equipment – usually housed indoors.

It is expected that the converter stations required for the FAB Link project will be located on sites of
about 3.6 hectares (operational area) with buildings of height up to 20m.

4.3.4 AC onshore cables from the converter stations to substations in Britain and France
Onshore high voltage AC cables will be required between the AC/DC converter stations and the
connection points to the existing high voltage grids in Britain and France (respectively at Exeter 400kV
substation and Menuel 400kV substation). These cables will also be at 400kV (matching the voltage
of the existing grid and thereby obviating the need for voltage transformation upon connection to the
existing grid). Two cabled AC circuits are expected to be required at each end to provide the 1400MW
capacity, each cabled circuit will comprise three separate cables making six cables in total.
As with the onshore HVDC cables the HVAC cables will be laid in trenches.
An example of such cables are shown in the figure below.

4.3.5 Minor works at existing onshore substations
Minor works will be required to connect the AC cables into the existing 400kV AC substations at Exeter
in Britain and Menuel in France. It is expected that these works will be contained within the existing
site boundaries.
The FAB Link interconnector does not include any overhead lines.
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5 Connection options
5.1 Introduction and Approach
Any interconnector or generating station with a capacity of the scale of FAB Link can only connect to
the electricity system of Great Britain by connection to the high voltage National Electricity
Transmission System (NETS) operated by National Grid Electricity Transmission Plc (“National Grid”).
The NETS operates at high voltages of 275 and 400kV (mainly 400kV) and the local distribution
networks that provide electricity to all homes and businesses in England, Wales and Scotland at lower
voltages are connected to it.
The NETS, and any interconnector or distribution network that connects to it, operates within a
commercial environment that is defined in legislation and industry codes and which is overseen by the
electricity and gas regulator, Ofgem. The operators of electricity infrastructure within the regulated
framework are required to respond to demand from generators and consumers of electricity by
developing and maintaining economical and efficient networks whilst having regard to various nonfinancial considerations as follows.
As a transmission licence holder National Grid has a duty under the Electricity Act 1989 (Section 9) to:
“develop and maintain an efficient, co-ordinated and economical system of electricity
transmission”.
Amendments to Section 4 of the 1989 Act, which were introduced by Section 145 of the Energy Act
2004, provide that a person who participates in the operation of an electricity interconnector without
a licence shall be guilty of an offence. FAB Link Limited was issued with a licence on 26 March 2014
authorising FAB Link Ltd to participate in the operation of the FAB Link interconnector. Standard
Condition Section F, Clause 19.2 of the licence also requires FAB Link to:
“operate, maintain and develop an economic, efficient, secure and reliable interconnector.”
These criteria are shortened to “economical” after this point.
Both FAB Link Limited and National Grid also have duties under the Electricity Act 1989 (Schedule 9 Preservation of amenity: England and Wales):
“In formulating any relevant proposals, a licence holder or a person authorised by exemption
to generate, transmit, distribute or supply electricity:
(a) shall have regard to the desirability of preserving natural beauty, of conserving flora, fauna
and geological or physiographical features of special interest and of protecting sites, buildings
and objects of architectural, historic or archaeological interest; and
(b) shall do what he reasonably can to mitigate any effect which the proposals would have on
the natural beauty of the countryside or on any such flora, fauna, features, sites, buildings or
objects.”
In order to develop an electricity interconnector that will operate within this regulatory framework,
the developer of the interconnector and the operators of the respective member state transmission
systems need to work together to identify options that meet the relevant economic and other criteria.
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In this case, the relevant parties are FAB Link Limited and the operators of the transmission systems
in France (RTE), and Great Britain (National Grid).
The factors that determine the locations where a suitable grid connection with the NETS might be
available for FAB Link include:
i)
ii)

iii)

iv)
v)

vi)

The location of the existing high voltage grid infrastructure in the south of England; this is
shown in Figure 1);
The availability of suitable connection points. It is likely that the most efficient and economical
will be at an existing substation (as shown on Figure 1), rather than building a new substation.
These are the existing connection nodes where parts of the electricity grid join together
and/or generating stations and the distribution networks connect to it. Connecting at one of
these existing substations is likely to be the most efficient and economical option because:
 It makes use of existing high voltage connection infrastructure, which can be shared
between sources of generation and demand;
 It is more likely to avoid requiring sections of the NETS to be temporarily out of service
(outages) while existing towers and conductors are reconfigured to provide a new
substation. All outages on the NETS have to be the subject of long term planning to avoid
disruption to consumer supply. For the connection of a new substation, outages might not
be possible at all at the times required for the timely delivery of the connection, as a PCI.
Alternatively the outages might only be available on one or two fixed occasions, thus
making programming of the new works of critical importance and elevating programme
risk if there is any delay in consents or construction.
The ‘strength’ of the connection point in terms of the capacity of the grid to import and export
electricity to or from GB via the interconnector. The ‘strength’ will depend on the number
and capacity of the components (overhead lines, cables, transformers) network at the
connection point to transmit electricity. A strong connection point will be able to
accommodate the full additional import or export of electricity of the FAB Link interconnector
at that point without breaching network component capacity limits. A weaker connection
point might not, with the consequential need either to replace or upgrade components (with
resultant additional costs) or to restrict the amount of import and /or export allowed (with
resultant reduction in interconnection benefit that would otherwise have been possible). As
the South Coast area is characterised by high power demand relative to generation and is
therefore likely to be able to accept substantial imports from France, importing electricity was
not expected to be constrained at any of the connection points considered. The analysis
below therefore summarises only those export constraints that were identified.
The need to preserve the natural environment and take into account likely environmental
effects in accordance with the duties under Schedule 9 outlined above;
The relative financially quantifiable costs and benefits of a connection at a given location,
including the length and costs of the interconnector, the cost of any new infrastructure
required at the connection point and the cost of any other reinforcement of the grid required
to accommodate the new import and/or export capacity; and,
Other considerations such as the availability of land to accommodate the connection
infrastructure and cable routes.
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In the first instance the FAB Link connection options study focused on the existing substations on the
NETS. Looking at these connection points also allowed the relevant characteristics of parts of the NETS
to be determined for the operational purposes of FAB Link.
Having regard to these factors the approach adopted involved the following steps3.
Step 1

The potential options were identified based on the location of existing
infrastructure and connection points

Step 2

These potential options were then subject to a high level appraisal of their
relative merits in terms of grid connection in order to identify the locations
which were likely to best meet the duties of National Grid and FAB Link
Limited.
Having identified those parts of the grid NETS that might offer suitable
connection capacity, the possible advantages of new connection points (i.e.
locations other than existing 400kV or 275kV substations) were also
considered.

Step 3

The likely options identified in Step 2 were then subject to detailed appraisal
of the relative costs and benefits of the required transmission infrastructure
and other considerations in order to identify the most feasible grid
connection options.

Step 4

The most feasible grid options were then subject to further studies of
environmental constraints and the availability of feasible sites for a
converter station.

5.2 Step 1 – Identifying Potential Connection Options
5.2.1 The Existing NETS and Substations
FAB Link will provide a new interconnector with an area of the transmission network in France where
there is significant bidirectional transmission capacity, together with the potential to connect
renewable energy resources from Alderney. As the project needs to connect to the French network
via Alderney, a connection to the GB NETS in southern England would be most efficient and
economical.
The assessment undertaken by FAB Link Limited and National Grid to identify and evaluate potential
connection options considered reinforcements to the existing NETS, but did not consider new
extensions to the NETS (i.e. construction of new overhead lines in southern England). Building new
high voltage overhead lines was unlikely to be acceptable taking into account cost, risk, delay and
environmental effects unless no economical connections to the existing infrastructure were otherwise
available.
The existing NETS and substations in southern England are shown on Figure 1.

3

Steps 1 to 4 here were referred to as ‘Stages 1 to 4’ in the March 2013 report but are referred to here as ‘Steps
1 to 4’ in order to avoid confusion with the terminology that was adopted subsequently for the stages of
selection for the UK converter station site. Steps 1 to 4 have also been updated and reviewed in this report.
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5.2.2 Identifying Sites Close to the South Coast
In consultation with National Grid, FAB Link Limited reviewed the relevant operational characteristics
of the network across southern England with a view to deselecting those sites which had no
advantages when compared to other sites and could easily be identified as having some clear
disadvantages with no compensating advantages. The following factors were considered: distance of
cabling required, strength of connection to the NETS and substation layout.
5.2.2.1 West and Southwest
In the west and south west, Exeter was identified as a potential connection opportunity (and is
discussed further below). However, no connection options were identified to the west of Exeter as
they had clear disadvantages and no clear advantages when compared to Exeter. In particular:






Six circuits on the NETS converge at Exeter providing a relatively ‘strong’ connection point; the
strength of connection was weaker at locations to the west of Exeter ;
All the substations to the west of Exeter require significant work in order to provide the
“double-busbar configuration” that would allow FAB Link to connect;4
Increasing distance from Alderney and overall connection length at locations further to the
west (all would have longer cable lengths than Exeter with the exception of Abham which is
only slightly closer to Alderney, does not have a double busbar arrangement and is only
connected by four circuits); and
The sites to the west had no clear advantages e.g. in terms of cable lengths, import/export
capabilities or lower grid reinforcement costs.

4

The double-busbar design is required for more important substations and for those connecting generation or
interconnectors. In most cases provision of a double-busbar connection where one does not currently exist will
require either the construction of an entire new double-bus substation alongside the existing substation or
complete replacement of the existing substation.
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5.2.2.2 Southampton/Portsmouth
There are a number of substations in the Southampton/Portsmouth area including Fawley, Nursling,
Marchwood, Chilling5, Botley Wood and Lovedean. In terms of their location on the NETS all of these
locations were considered to be broadly similar to Fawley. Fawley was the closest of these locations
to Alderney and so Fawley was taken forward for further consideration in the assessment.
5.2.2.3 Further East
As set out below, significant export-from-GB constraints6 exist for any interconnector connecting near
the south coast of England as this area is characterised by a high population and energy demand, only
modest local generation and has limited connection to the remainder of the NETS. In addition, it
already has a 2000MW link to France and there is a proposed 1000MW link to Belgium. These exportfrom-GB constraints were quantified at Fawley (as set out in Table 3 in section 4.4.1.1.2 below). All of
the potential sites to the east of the Fawley/Portsmouth area were found to have a similar or greater
degree of export-from-GB constraint relative to Fawley, but moving further east all of the potential
sites (e.g. Bolney, Ninfield, Dungeness) were also at progressively greater connection length from
Alderney. For these reasons no connection options were considered further to the east of Fawley.
Figure 2 shows the possible connection points considered close to the south coast (the Coastal sub
area).

5.2.3 Other Alternatives Further Inland
In reviewing the relevant characteristics of the NETS with National Grid, it was apparent that stronger
connections could also be achieved by connecting to parts of the NETS that are significantly further

5

Chilling is a cable sealing end compound between Portsmouth and Southampton (for the 400kV cables that run
under Southampton Water) rather than a full substation and is therefore not shown on Figure 2.
6
An export –from-GB-constraint is a restriction on the amount of electricity that can be exported from GB to
France via an interconnector at any time due to the need to ensure that the capacity of the network is not
exceeded. See 4.4.1.1.2 for further detail on this constraint.
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inland from the coast. Despite being at greater distances inland, Melksham and Bramley were also
included in the assessment because they provided very strong connections to the grid with 8-10
circuits. Figure 3 shows the Inland Sites sub area.

5.3 Step 2 – Review of Initial Connection Options
The five potential sites in the Coastal sub area were assessed in detail in Step 2 against the criteria
described in 4.3.1 below to determine whether there were any sites that should not be taken forward
to leave a smaller number for consideration in Step 3.

5.3.1 Coastal Sites
The next stage of the process was to rank the identified potential coastal sites in terms of the following
criteria:






Strength of the grid connection (no. of circuits);
Strength of the grid connection (export constraints);
Distance to Alderney – i.e. cable length and associated cost;
Requirement for double-busbar configuration – i.e. cost of the substation upgrade;
Environmental issues.

Tables 1A to 1E below set out how the sites compared to the criteria, and the reasons why sites were
taken forward or discounted.
Table 1A: Coastal Sites: Strength of Grid Connection (no of circuits)
Site
Commentary

Rank

Exeter

A relatively strong connection point with six 400kV circuits.

1

Fawley &

Moderate connection points with four 400kV circuits.

=2

Chickerell

A moderate connection point with 3* 400kV circuits.

4

Axminster

A moderate connection point with 2* 400kV circuits.

5

Mannington
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*: Chickerell and Axminster could be upgraded to 4 circuits.
Table 1B: Coastal Sites: Strength of Grid Connection (export constraints)
Site
Commentary

Rank

Exeter

The location further west (and further away from other interconnectors
to continental Europe) reduces the impact of export-from-GB
constraints.

1

Chickerell

Export-from-GB constraints are intermediate in severity between Exeter
and Fawley.

=2

All of the sites in the Fawley to Lovedean area are geographically and
electrically close and all suffer similarly from export-from-GB constraints.
Analysis undertaken with National Grid (see below) shows these
constraints to be severe (see Table 2 below).

5

Mannington
Axminster
Fawley

Table 1C: Coastal Sites: Interconnector Length (Distance to Alderney)
Site
Commentary

Rank

Chickerell

100km from Alderney

1

Axminster

130km from Alderney

2

Fawley

142km from Alderney

3

Exeter

149km from Alderney

Mannington

150 km from Alderney

=4

Note: as subsea cable routing work has not been undertaken for all of these sites, submarine cable length is
based on straight-line distances to a possible landfall location for all sites in order to ensure a fair comparison.
Table 1D: Coastal Sites: Substation Capacity (Double Busbar Available)
Site
Commentary
Exeter &

Rank

Existing Double Busbar

=1

Mannington

Existing Double Busbar; some modifications required before FAB can
connect.

3

Axminster &

Need upgrading to double busbar, or the existing substation needs to be
supplemented by an adjacent double-busbar facility solely for the
connection of FAB

=4

Fawley

Chickerell
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Table 1E: Coastal Sites: Ranking Overview
Site
Commentary
Exeter

Rank 1 - Strength of grid connection (No of circuits)
Rank 1 - Strength of grid connection (Export from GB capacity);
Rank 1 - Substation Capacity

Chickerell

Rank 1 - Interconnector Length

Fawley

Rank 1 - Substation Capacity

Mannington

No distinct advantages relative to other connection options

Axminster

No distinct advantages relative to other connection options

On the basis of these criteria, three sites within the Coastal sub area were taken forwards for further
consideration. These were:




Exeter: on the basis of its combined proximity to Alderney, its existing infrastructure and the
strength of its connection relative to other sites;
Chickerell: on the basis that its proximity to Alderney leads to savings in cable length which
might outweigh the need for an upgraded substation;
Fawley: on the basis that is the best of the sites in the Southampton/Portsmouth Area due to
its proximity to Alderney and the fact that it does not require upgrading of the substation.

Mannington and Axminster were excluded on the basis that they have no distinct advantages relative
to the other connection options and fared worse when compared to others in some respects.

5.3.2 Environmental Ranking of Coastal Sites
On reviewing Step 2 in 2015, a ranking table was also prepared for environmental issues which had
not been considered in detail until Step 4 in 2012. This is set out in Table 1F.
Table 1F: Coastal Sites: Substation Environmental Issues
Site
Commentary

Rank

Exeter

Ranked 1 on environmental issues for all three main criteria i.e. Exeter
avoided proximity and/or potential effects on AONB/National Parks;
statutory nature conservation designations; and nearby settlements.

1

Mannington

Mannington Rank =1 on distance/avoiding effects on AONB/National
Park but Ranked =3 and =4 on other categories; Axminster Ranked =4
(worst) for proximity to and AONB/National Park but ranked =1 for
national Nature Conservation designations and proximity to settlement.

=2

Chickerell

Ranked =4 (worst) for proximity settlement; ranked 3 for proximity to
AONB/National Park and =3 for national Nature Conservation
designations.

4

Frawley

Ranked = 4 (worst) in terms of proximity to AONB/National Parks and
Ranked 5 for proximity to statutory nature conservation designations.

5

Axminster
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Table 1F shows that Exeter also ranked first on environmental issues. No distinct environmental
advantages were identified in respect of Mannington and Axminster through the ranking of
environmental issues relative to the other connection options that would have led to those sites being
taken forward.

5.3.3 Inland sites
As identified above, the inland sites at Bramley and Melksham were also taken forward for further
consideration because the strength of grid connection offered at these locations might potentially
outweigh the disbenefits of the longer onshore cables required.

5.3.4 Potential New Substation Sites
Some consideration was given to whether a new substation site could be identified that would have
advantages over the existing substations at Exeter, Chickerell and Fawley. However, it was concluded
that any potential site would have significant disadvantage compared to existing sites in terms of
impact on the environment and the cost of works required. In particular:






No new site would offer greater strength of connection than Exeter, Melksham or Bramley;
No new site would offer significantly shorter connection distance to Alderney than Chickerell;
No potential new substation location provided better use of existing infrastructure than
existing substations; and,
Any new substation location would require a new double-busbar substation development;
A new substation and any required overhead line diversion or new tower configuration is likely
to have environmental impacts.

Accordingly, no new substation locations were identified for consideration in Step 3.

5.4 Step 3 –Economic and Environmental Assessment of Options
The five identified options were then appraised in economic and environmental terms.

5.4.1 Economic assessment
The economic factors considered in this part of the appraisal were:





Capacity for import to GB and export to France;
Costs associated with onshore grid reinforcements required to support the connection of the
FAB Link Limited project at the identified connection option sites;
The cost of providing additional connection infrastructure at substations, where necessary;
and
The costs of curtailment of energy flows.

The economic assessment was completed jointly by FAB Link Limited and National Gridxvi.
5.4.1.1

Review of sites capacity for Import to GB and Export to France

5.4.1.1.1 Import to GB
The South Coast area is characterised by high power demand relative to generation and is therefore
likely to be able to accept substantial imports from France.
Of the three sites within the coastal sub-area, studies by National Grid indicated that all three sites
would have sufficient capacity to accept up to 2000MW from FAB Link.
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A connection of this scale at Exeter would require an upgrade to the conductors on the AlverdiscottTaunton OHL to avoid overloads due to power imports on FAB Link in combination with the 900MW
from Langage CCGT and the proposed 1500MW from Atlantic Array7.
The two inland sub area sites also both have capacity to import 2000MW from FAB Link. In the case
of Melksham the NETS would need a reconductoring upgrade on the Minety-Cowley OHL circuit.
5.4.1.1.2 Export to France
The South Coast area of the grid is characterised by high demand for power relative to its generation
and has a number of existing and planned connections to continental Europe.
Figure 4 below illustrates the constraints on exporting power from GB. The black line defines the
extent of the South Coast area, with the red arrows indicating the three double circuit 400kV lines that
supply this part of the Grid.

Based upon National Grid’s assumptions for demand, generation and interconnection in Table 2, FAB
Link would lead to a very high level of flow across the three connections from the rest of the UK in
order to meet export demand.

7

Since the 2012 analysis was completed the Atlantic Array project has been cancelled. Whilst this would reduce
the need for upgrading the conductors on the Alverdiscott-Taunton OHL, this work and the costs associated
may be still required.
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Table 2: National Grid Assumptions for Export-from-GB Studies
Feature
Assumed in Comments
Studies
Demand (in region south of the
Export-from-GB constraint shown
in Figure 4)

6.1GW

90% of the estimated winter peak demand figure for
2018 (which is 6.8GW) – source NGET

Generation (gas-fired CCGT)

2.0GW

Shoreham (420MW), Langage (905MW), Marchwood
(900MW), Fawley CHP (158MW). Output reduced to 84%
in line with the normal policy for reflecting the likelihood
of generator breakdowns, as set out in GB Security
Standards.

Generation (wind)

Nil

Low-wind conditions assumed. Only some onshore wind
and Thanet offshore (300MW) were in service at the time
of study. A further 3379MW (Rampion 664MW, Navitus
1200MW, Atlantic Array 1515MW) of offshore wind was
under development8.

Generation (other)

Nil

Oil fired generation at Fawley was assumed to close as it
did not meet post-2015 pollution control requirements
(LCPD)9. Power price was assumed too low for oil fired
peaking gas turbine at Cowes to run (export-from-GB
condition). Dungeness “B” nuclear station was also not
present in the studies; according to the owner’s website
it was due to decommission in 201810.

Interconnector flow

3.0GW
export from
GB

All relevant interconnectors were assumed to have the
same flow direction as FAB. The existing link to France
was assumed to export 2000MW, while the proposed link
to Belgium - NEMO (which has a connection agreement
with National Grid) was assumed to export 1000MW 11.

For the full export potential for FAB Link and the other interconnectors to be achieved, the
connections to the south coast would need to be reinforced. As no new overhead lines were currently
envisaged in these locations, and it was assumed that these would not be brought forward in the

8

Since the 2012 analysis the Navitus offshore wind farm has been refused development consent and the Atlantic
Array offshore wind farm has been cancelled, however as these wind farms were not expecting to be generating
under this “export from GB” study (note: Nil wind generation assumed in the study), their absence does not
affect the study results.
9
Indeed Fawley oil fired power station closed in March 2013 (source www.rwe.com)
10
Dungeness ‘B’ received a 10-year life extension and is now forecast to close in 2028 (source
www.edfenergy.com). Whilst the effect of this extension might be to increase system loading when an
interconnector connected in the coastal region is importing to GB, NGET do not consider this a cause to review
the decision on the preferred connection option.
11
The proposed link to Belgium is now under construction (source www.nemo-link.com), in addition there are
plans in the public domain for two further links between Britain and France: IFA2 (see
www.ifa2interconnector.com) and ElecLink (see www.eleclink.co.uk)
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timescales required for the operation of FAB Link, it was instead assumed that re-conductoring12
would be employed to where additional transmission capacity is required. Based on reconductoring
using the highest capacity conductors technically feasible, the export capacities of the three sites
within the Coastal sub-area are shown in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Grid Reinforcements and Capacities at Coastal Options
Connection
Reconductoring Required
Import
Option
Capacity
Fawley

Bramley – Fleet (2 circuits)

to-GB

Export-from-GB
Capacity
with
reconductoring

Comments

2000MW

260MW

2000MW was
largest link size
studied.

2000MW

710MW

2000MW was
largest link size
studied.

2000MW

1020MW

2000MW was
largest link size
studied.

Fleet – Lovedean (2 circuits)
Feckenham – Minety (1 circuit)
Chickerell

Bramley – Fleet (2 circuits)
Fleet – Lovedean (2 circuits)
Feckenham – Minety (1 circuit)

Exeter

Bramley – Fleet (2 circuits)
Fleet – Lovedean (2 circuits)
Feckenham – Minety (1 circuit)
Increase the operating temperature
of the Alverdiscot-Taunton circuits
to 75°C (or reconductor)

Table 3 shows that Exeter would have the largest capacity for export via FAB Link.
For the two Inland area sites, Table 4 shows that both would be able to import or export up to the full
capacity of FAB Link Limited.
Table 4: Grid Reinforcements and Capacities at Inland Options
Connection
Reconductoring Required
Import-to--GB
Option
Capacity
with
reconductoring

Export-from--GB
Capacity
with
reconductoring

Comments

Bramley

None

2000MW

2000MW

2000MW
was
largest link size
studied.

Melksham

Minety-Cowley (1 circuit)

2000MW

2000MW

2000MW
was
largest link size
studied.

12

Re-conductoring involves the replacement of existing conductors (the wires that run between the towers on
an overhead line) with new conductors of a higher capacity
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5.4.1.2 Cost Assessment for Connection Options
The following costs were assessed for each connection option:




Costs of Onshore Grid Reinforcements;
Cost per km of FAB Link cable, onshore and offshore;
The cost of any ‘Export from GB’ limitation.

5.4.1.3 Costs of Onshore Grid Reinforcements
Two forms of reinforcement could be required:



Reconductoring to increase rating of OHL circuits;
Provision of new double busbar substation for any FAB Link connection at Chickerell.

To assess the costs of reconductoring on the NETS required for each option it was noted that the cost
of reconductoring would be incurred, in any event, once the existing conductor on these overhead
lines needs replacement due to ageing (the typical life expectancy of overhead line conductor is 60
years). The cost analysis therefore took into account the present cost of bringing forward the
reconductoring work from the date that it would otherwise take place.
Table 5 shows the estimated cost of the reconductoring of each relevant OHL circuit. Costs are stated
in euro for compatibility with cost estimates of the FAB cables and estimates of energy trading value,
both of which are in euro.
Table 5: Grid Reinforcement Net Present Costs
Circuit(s)
Length
Year
installed
(existing
conductor)

Years early (i.e. difference
between 2017 and year
when existing conductor
would be 60 years old)

Net present cost of
advancing
the
reconductoring
(€m)

Feckenham-Minety
(1 circuit)

79km

1986

29

€31m

Cowley-Minety
circuit)

30km

1986

29

€28m

70km

1969

12

Bramley – Fleet (2
circuits)

18km x 2

1968

11

€9m

Fleet – Lovedean (2
circuits)

39km x 2

1988

31

€32m

Alverdiscott
–
Taunton (2 circuits).
Modify
for
operation at 75°C
conductor
temperature

72km x 2

1990

€7m (based on €50k/circuit-km for survey, analysis
and retensioning or reconductoring where
necessary)

(1

In addition to this, the estimated cost of the substation work which would be required at Chickerell
would be between €17m and €33m.
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5.4.1.4 Cost per km of FAB Link Onshore and Offshore Cables
Each potential connection point would require a different length of onshore cable. A margin of error
was also built in13. In addition, for some connection points the FAB Link converter station might be
some distance from the connection point with an AC cable being used to connect the two. The costs
of the AC cable connection would be approximately three times that of the HVDC cable.
It was assumed that the onshore cables would be routed along roads in order to reduce consenting
and land ownership constraints. It was acknowledged that slightly shorter routes would be possible
if the route was to be routed through the countryside but it was assumed this would not have a
material effect upon the overall cost for the purposes of this assessment.
The costs included allowance for cable laying but did not include any costs associated with acquisition
of land or easements, street works or planning consents.
The potential offshore cable routes are shown in Figure 5 below:

13

It was assumed that the cable cost will be:



Offshore cable: €1.6m/km +/- €0.3m/km
Onshore cable: €1.3m/km +/- €0.2m/km
(These costs are based on a cable rating of 1400MW, which is in the centre of the 1000-1800MW range
being investigated by FAB Link Ltd. A sensitivity study by FAB Link Limited confirmed that changing the
cable rating within this range will not materially change the conclusions of the quantitative economic
assessment of the options).
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The two western routes would be options to Exeter, the central route would serve Chickerell and
Melksham, and the eastern route would serve Bramley. Fawley could be served by either the eastern
route or by extending the eastern route up the Solent. Table 6 below shows the relative cable length
and costs.
Table 6: Cable Lengths from Alderney to GB Connection Points
Connection Site
km from Alderney to
km onshore
Part of onshore cable
GB landfall (km)
GB cable (km)
that is AC (km)

Cost of cable at
benchmark price (€m)

Fawley

140

5

Negligible

231

Chickerell

106

3

Negligible

174

Exeter

137

21

0-4

247-257

Melksham

106

105

Negligible

306

Bramley

122

91

2-7

319-332

5.4.1.5 Cost of Export from GB limitation
In order to estimate the true cost it was necessary to factor in the opportunity costs of the restriction
in power exported to France. The restriction would have less impact than might be expected because
analysis has shown that the benefits of the FAB Link interconnector would result predominantly from
the import of power from France to Britain. Analysis carried out by the project developers showed
that the available Britain-to-France export capacity would have a value of €200m per GW based on
weighted scenarios for the future economic benefit from trading on the link. Analysis by RTE has also
shown that there would be an overriding restriction on importing power into France leading to an
average maximum import capacity of 1100MWxvii. Table 7 shows the costs of the Export-from-GB
restriction, based on a 1400MW link subject to this 1100MW average restriction in France:
Table 7: Net Present Cost of Capacity Restrictions
Connection Site
Available
Export-from-GB
Export-fromcapacity lost relative
GB capacity
to 1400MW rating
(MW)
(MW)

Additional effective
capacity loss due to
N-314 criteria for
15% of year (MW)

Total
effective
capacity loss
(MW)

Net
present
cost (€m)

Fawley

260

1140

35

1175

235

Chickerell

710

690

105

795

160

Exeter

1020

380

120

500

100

Melksham

1100

300

0

300

60

Bramley

1100

300

0

300

60

14

Note: the “N-3 criteria” refers to particularly severe export-from-GB constraints that may occur when one of
the 400kV circuits connecting the south coast to the rest of the NETS is out of service. The figures shown in the
“N-3” column are the annual average additional constraint resulting from this phenomenon.
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5.4.1.6 Cost Comparison of Sites
Overall, the costs for each potential option taking in to account the opportunity costs associated with
the loss of export-from-GB capacity are set out in Table 7. This shows that, with the exception of
Fawley, the cost of the other four potential UK connection sites would be relatively similar being
between €410m to €439 or €425m +/- €15m which is less than 2% of the overall project costs.
Table 8: Cost Comparison of All Sites
Connection
Present cost of
Cost of new
Site
GB grid
400kV substation
reinforcement
(€m)
(€m)

Present cost of
loss of Exportfrom-GB capacity
(€m)

Cost of FAB cable
from Alderney to
GB connect point
(€m)

Total relative
effective cost
(€m)

Fawley

72

-

235

231

538

Chickerell

72

17-33

160

174

423-439

Exeter

79

-

100

247-257

426-436

Melksham

59

-

60

306

425

Bramley

31

-

60

319-332

410-423

5.4.2 Environmental Assessment of Options
The environmental factors considered in this part of the appraisal were national or higher level
features and designations as follows:






Heritage assets and designations namely listed buildings, Scheduled Monuments, Registered
Parks and Gardens and World Heritage Sites;
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and National Parks;
Statutory nature conservation designations namely Local Nature Reserves, Sites of Special
Scientific Interest, National Nature Reserves, Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protection
Areas and Ramsar Sites;
Urban areas where the amenity of residential areas might be affected by substation and/or
converter station development.

These were mapped and listed within 0-1km and 1-5km of each of the five identified options.
The relative ranking of the sites across these factors is discussed below. There are two issues that
might arise from the presence of these constraints and features in proximity to the identified options.
First, these are features and designations are of national or international importance and the
development of a UK connection option would be more likely to have significant environmental effects
where receptors of this importance are present. Second, the presence and abundance of these
features and designations will affect the likelihood of finding suitable sites in proximity to the existing
substation option concerned. In either case, the performance of the options was assessed in terms of
these environmental factors in arriving at the overall performance ranking in Table 9.
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Table 9: Overall Substation Option Environmental Ranking in Step 3 - Including Inland Options
Site
Commentary

Rank

Exeter

Ranked 1 or =1 on environmental issues for three main criteria i.e.
Exeter avoids proximity and/or potential effects on AONB/National
Parks; statutory nature conservation designations; and nearby
settlements. Ranked 2= on heritage assets.

1

Bramley and
Melksham

Melksham and Bramley ranked =1 on distance/avoiding effects on
AONB/National Park and Melksham ranked =1 for SSSI/statutory
nature conservation sites.

=2

Bramley ranked 3 for proximity to SSSI/statutory nature conservation
sites. Melksham ranked 4 for proximity to settlement and 5 (worst) for
proximity to Heritage assets.
Chickerell

Ranked 5 (worst) for proximity settlement; ranked 4 for heritage
assets, proximity to AONB/National Park and for proximity to statutory
nature conservation designations.

4

Fawley

Ranked 5 (worst) in terms of proximity to AONB/National Parks and for
proximity to statutory nature conservation designations.

5

Exeter performed best of the five options. Although there are a number of listed buildings and two
Registered Parks and Gardens within 5km, it has the lowest number of listed buildings (3) and no
Scheduled Monuments or Registered Parks and Gardens within 1 km of the existing substation. The
nearest AONB or National Park is 6.3km to the south east. The nearest SSSI is 4km to the north-west
and there are no international sites within 5km. The area around the existing substation is sparsely
populated with villages but the nearest settlements are about 2km away.
Bramley and Melksham also performed relatively well being located in rural areas with villages at
intervals, but in these cases the towns of Tadley and Melksham are within 3.2km and 1km respectively.
Neither has AONB or National Park within 5km. Melksham does have a large number of listed buildings
(766) within 5km of which 32 lie within 1km. Bramley has the SSSIs of Pamber Forest and Silchester
Common within 2km.
Chickerell and Fawley performed worst. Both are close to AONBs or National Parks. In the case of
Chickerell the Dorset AONB is located 1.5km from the site and lies both to the east and the north. In
the case of Fawley, the New Forest National Park surrounds the site and is within 150m of the existing
site boundary. Fawley also performs worst in terms of statutory nature conservation sites with the
Hythe to Calshot Marshes SSSI and SAC within 125m of the existing site and the New Forest SSSI and
SAC also within 5km. Chickerell also has a number of SSSI, and a SAC, SPA and Ramsar site within 5km.
Chickerell is also the site which is most constrained by the proximity of existing residential areas.

5.4.3 Other Considerations and Preferred Option Selection
Based on the analysis of the connection options in terms of grid capacity and grid reinforcement
required, all of the identified options were considered to be potential options with the exception of
Fawley. Of all the options, Fawley performed worst because it was the most constrained option in
terms of export from GB capacity and there were no other significant areas of benefit to offset that
disadvantage. Fawley, therefore, was considered unlikely to pass the requirement to be economical
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and was dropped from further consideration at this stage. It also suffered from the fact that the
Fawley connection option would have been the most exposed to the risk of the value in the FAB Link
interconnector unexpectedly shifting towards export from GB capacity (due to changes in the
underlying market prices in GB and continental Europe). The area surrounding Fawley substation also
would have the greatest degree of environmental constraint of the identified sites and opportunities
to find an environmentally acceptable converter station site might have been limited.
The overall advantages and disadvantages of the coastal sites and the inland sites were then
compared. The inland sites showed better grid capacity in terms of strength of connection for both
import and export of electricity from GB and less requirement for reinforcement of the grid. However,
these benefits were offset by the greater distance from Alderney and cable length.
While overall the inland options had similar performance to the coastal sites in terms of the economic
criteria, the assessment only included estimated cable costs and installation costs for the cable route
from Alderney. It took no account of the risks of delay and consenting costs15 for onshore cable
installation which would be more complicated than for installation offshore. The inland sites had
substantially longer onshore cable routes and the coastal sites were also preferred for this reason. The
inland sites did not show any clear environmental advantage over the coastal site at Exeter, although
they did perform better than Chickerell and Fawley.

5.4.4 Conclusion
Based on the grid-related factors leading to the identification and assessment of potential connection
options, the cost analysis and the environmental and other considerations, the coastal sub-area
options of Exeter and Chickerell were retained as the preferred options after Step 3. Although
Chickerell performed relatively poorly in environmental terms, it was retained as a preferred option
at this stage because it had the shortest cable route and lowest cable route costs.

5.5 Step 4 – Environmental and Site Opportunities Assessment
The Exeter and Chickerell options were then subject to further studies of environmental constraints
and availability of feasible sites for a converter station. These studies are reported in full in the March
2013 reporti and are summarised below.
Within defined study areas at each connection option, national and international environmental
designations were plotted, together with National Trust land and information from local planning
documents. Mapping was reviewed to identify existing residential areas and other known constraints.
Having regard to its likely environmental effects, it was considered that the preferred area should
present opportunities to identify sites for a new converter station that:
•

Were not constrained by environmental designations; and

•

Avoided close proximity to residential receptors or densely populated locations.

This assessment concluded that the Chickerell study area was heavily constrained by local, regional,
national and international environmental designations, which restricted options for converter station
development (and opportunities for the required landfall sites and connecting cable routes). Where

15

Consenting costs in terms of both planning and/or street works consents and landowner consents for
easements or wayleaves.
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potential converter station sites outside these designated areas exist, they were found to be
constrained by their proximity to sensitive receptors and limited site size. Consequently, no feasible
site opportunities were identified for an HVDC converter station for connection to the Chickerell
substation. In addition, significant additional work would be required at the existing substation to
provide the required connection infrastructure at this location.
The Exeter study area did not exhibit such constraints. Feasible site opportunities were identified on
the periphery of the existing Exeter NETS substation and significant current and planned employment
development was identified in and around Exeter International Airport, which could also provide
suitable site options.
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6 Summary and conclusion
The FAB Link interconnector is a proposed 1,400 MW subsea interconnector cable connecting France
and Great Britain via the Channel Island of Alderney.
Interconnectors provide economic, environmental and security of supply benefits to the countries that
they connect. Britain currently has interconnectors with Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland,
France and the Netherlands. However, there is a need for additional interconnection. This is driven
by challenges that the British and wider European energy system face of delivering competitiveness,
sustainability and security.
The need for more interconnection is recognised in the policies and regulations of the European
Council and the UK and French Governments. The FAB Link interconnector is supported specifically
through its identification as a Project of Common Interest (PCI). FAB Link is also supported by the
French Energy Ministry and the Government of the States of Alderney.
Any interconnector on the scale of FAB Link can only connect to the electricity system in Great Britain
by connection to the high voltage National Electricity Transmission System (NETS) operated by
National Grid Electricity Transmission (‘National Grid’). The first stage of the site selection process for
the UK infrastructure was to identify the optimum NETS connection point for the project. This was
originally undertaken in 2012 leading to the selection the NETS substation east of Broadclyst, near
Exeter, as the most suitable UK connection point. That selection is outlined in this report which also
considers changes in material considerations in the intervening years and the environmental
information used in the site selection.
Step 1 of the connection point selection process was to identify potential options for grid connection
based on the location of existing infrastructure and connection points. In consultation with National
Grid, FAB Link Limited identified the potential connection points for the project taking into account
the relevant operational characteristics of the network across southern England, the distance of
cabling required, the strength of connection to the NETS and substation layouts. The optimal
connection point was identified as being either a coastal site on the NETS from Exeter in the west to
the Southampton/Portsmouth area in the east or potentially further inland at Melksham or Bramley.
Step 2 reviewed the relative merits of potential alternative connection points in the coastal sub area
including existing substations and the potential for new substation sites. The five alternative locations
that were identified were the existing substation sites at Exeter, Axminster, Mannington, Chickerell
and Fawley. These were ranked according to the relative merits in terms of: the number of circuits;
strength of the grid connection in respect of export constraints from the UK; interconnector length;
existing substation capacity and environmental issues.
Those connection sites that showed some clear advantages across these factors were carried through
to the next step and those sites having no advantages when compared to other sites and/or that could
easily be identified as having some clear disadvantages were deselected. Exeter was carried forward
on the basis of its proximity to Alderney, its existing infrastructure, the strength of its connection
relative to other sites and its ranking on environmental issues. Chickerell and Fawley were also taken
forward; Chickerell because of its proximity to Alderney and Fawley because it was the best of the
sites in the Southampton/Portsmouth Area and also had reasonable proximity to Alderney and
existing substation capacity. Mannington and Axminster were excluded on the basis that they had no
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distinct advantages relative to the other connection options and fared worse when compared to
others in some respects.
Step 3 then appraised the three coastal options and the two inland options in economic and
environmental terms. The economic assessment was completed jointly by FAB Link Limited and
National Grid and included appraisal of the costs associated with following factors:





Capacity for import to GB and export to France;
Costs associated with onshore grid reinforcements required to support the connection of the
project;
The cost of providing additional connection infrastructure at substations, where necessary;
and
The costs of curtailment of energy flows.

With the exception of Fawley, which had the highest costs, the cost of the other four potential UK
connection sites was relatively similar being between €410m to €439 or €425m +/- €15m (which is
less than 2% of the overall project costs).
The environmental factors considered in Step 3 of the appraisal related to national or higher level
features and designations as follows:






Heritage assets and designations namely listed buildings, Scheduled Monuments, Registered
Parks and Gardens and World Heritage Sites;
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and National Parks;
Statutory nature conservation designations namely Local Nature Reserves, Sites of Special
Scientific Interest, National Nature Reserves, Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protection
Areas and Ramsar Sites;
Urban areas where the amenity of residential areas might be affected by substation and/or
converter station development.

These were mapped and appraised within 0-1km and 1-5km of each of the five identified options.
Exeter performed best of the five options. Bramley and Melksham also performed relatively well.
Chickerell and Fawley performed worst.
Based on the analysis of the connection options in terms of connection costs, all of the identified
options were considered to be potential options with the exception of Fawley which was considered
unlikely to pass the statutory and interconnector licence requirement to be economical. As Fawley
had no other significant areas of benefit, it was dropped from further consideration at this stage.
Whilst the inland sites showed better grid capacity in terms of strength of connection for both import
and export of electricity from GB and less requirement for reinforcement of the grid, these benefits in
terms of cost were offset by the greater distance from Alderney and cable length and these options
did not show any clear environmental advantages. The inland sites had substantially longer onshore
cable routes and, taking account of the potential risks of delay and consenting costs for onshore cable
installation, the coastal sites were preferred.
The coastal sub-area options of Exeter and Chickerell were retained as the preferred options after
Step 3. Although Chickerell performed relatively poorly in environmental terms, it was retained as an
option at this stage because it had the shortest cable route and lowest cable route costs.
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Step 4 was the assessment of environmental constraints and site opportunities for the Exeter and
Chickerell options consisting of further studies of environmental constraints and availability of feasible
sites for a converter station.
These studies concluded that the Chickerell study area was heavily constrained by local, regional,
national and international environmental designations which restricted options for converter station
development. Where potential converter station sites outside these designated areas were identified,
they were found to be constrained by their proximity to sensitive receptors and limited site size.
Consequently, no feasible site opportunities were identified for a converter station for connection to
the Chickerell substation. Significant additional work would also be required at the existing substation
to provide the required connection infrastructure at Chickerell.
The Exeter study area did not exhibit such constraints. Feasible site opportunities were identified on
the periphery of the existing Exeter NETS substation and significant current and planned employment
development was identified in and around Exeter International Airport, which could also provide
suitable converter station site options.
Taking all of these studies into account, FAB Link Limited selected Exeter substation as the preferred
UK connection point, subject to further consideration of connection agreements, land availability and
environmental effects.
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